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Elas Qilar wrote:
Is money acquired (and then donated) through investments/assets moral?

High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 wrote:
Yes, absolutely, it's born out of intelligence and foresight. This proves proficiency for a person, and generosity towards what is right.

This seems weird to me. Weren't the national socialists against speculative income (income without work) as they end up strengthening even more the (((financial elites))) at the top? Aren't some of the RTRs against it somehow (e.g. Terminating Jewish Financial Control)?

We are way more than a political party here. We are not the political party of a country or something like this.

We just mention that a certain political party has followed certain eternal Truths that are incumbent in the beliefs that our Gods have created, or at least, did their best to try this. And they clearly did that as proven by history.

If they had not done this, we would not care for them. As one can see, we espouse no party and speak of none right now. Great politicians of the past are also honored in JoS. But we aren't exactly trying to enforce the lines of George Washington in our present day life politically.

It is rare to derive any ethics from politics, as politics in general preoccupy themselves with brutal realities of life such as corruption, dangerous things, necessity, and so on. Regardless, few skilled and gifted politicians were able to play this role and also not allow themselves to sink in the sinkhole.

They were not the first or the last politicians to do this, but the situation, especially with the enemy as a rule for this planet, is extremely rare and almost non-existent.

National Socialists do constitute one part of our recent history that is worthwhile of admiration and considers an eventful part of our history, with its rights, glories and challenges of the time.

Previous Empires, kings and conquerors have done this, or have not done this and reaped the consequences. Not doing this, generally ends up in disaster.
Political policies are adjusted based on the Eternal Truths explained in the Aryan Religious roots that are common to Gentiles worldwide and then affirmed downwards to address the needs that arise out of a spacetime in a Nation or the world and above all the people living there.

If Hitler or anyone like this came back now, their movement would be different, but abide by the core teachings. From there on, one expands and formulates according to the needs of a time, era and century.

The National Socialists were in 1925 to 1945. We are closely 100 years later, the economy and life has reformed itself completely. Most of the charter in National Socialism was written to address the problems of the time, and then the eternal things that would stand the test of time. Policies change with time and influenced by everything in society.

Hitler as a politician inherited a land with specific problems, almost ruined, that was being bled dry by endless speculation, besieged by wars, faced with demographic demise as a result, and other imbalances. He made sure to even these out and revive the Nation fiscally and economically, in the world's greatest political miracle of the time. And also, at nobody else's expense financially.

Warren Buffet is a financial elite, but nor a jew, nor evil. There are many other Financial Elites, who are not evil people or necessarily do more harm than good, and quite a few, do from a management or general perspective, way more good than harm.

Then you have others who are trash. People like this arise in complex civilizations and economies normally as money and wealth managers, and they have a purpose in life and that is a very important aspect of a civilization. In Ancient times, to verify that the people involved in this practice would not be scammers and criminals, they were generally priests or others who were ethically inclined and intelligent for this work.

Clearly maintenance of the balance sheet or value in a Nation is important and the same goes for people. As most people have no clue what to do with any of this, trusting other people for their finances such as one trusts doctors for their health, is not a bad idea. I repeat also, that these people existed in the past and they exist today.

Going into the subject of Banks, Banking and so on, these institutions are copies from Gentile institutions that were wealth management institutions. The jews did not invent these as many conspiracy theorists claim.

The above was also related to more lies about jews, such as that money is evil, and they also added the other falsehood that "meditation is of the Devil" and in
particular that every occult practice is "evil", such as people who call Jews "magicians" and other things like this claim.

In all of the cases of these liars, they position themselves as Christians, ie, they preach as good and moral a state of affairs that was made by the jews. Christianity for example, preaches disregard about wealth and material possessions, kumbaya, and how Jews must be the wealth controllers of your Nation because they are evil and how you must remain "Good" by not engaging in the evil practices.

The same method is done in meditation and spirituality, which many idiot conspiracy theorists call "Of the devil" and they do exactly what the jews want: They never meditate or spiritually advance, and also, on top of it, think that they are "Good" because of this.

Going back to the wealth makers and financial maintainers, and fiscal managers, these are all parts of normal work and life routes that have to do with advanced civilization. They held financial control and management of many civilizations.

The favorite example here is when idiots say Babylonians were evil for having these institutions, but if they did not, they would not have created a single hut, let alone any advanced civilization. They know half the Truth and they say even less, and the reality is that this is not true. Therefore I say the factual reality here so that everyone can understand it.

Out of this caste of people, there arose through infiltration a caste of parasites as the jews got in, and like they hijack doctor positions or other places where seldom any care is given in the patients, so did they slowly hijack the fiscal control positions of Nations and people's to eventually subvert them, instead of producing good financial management for the people's future.

It is known historically that the jews destroyed empires through:

1. Instating bad fiscal policies
2. Stealing wealth from the backdoor
3. Ill advisory to kings or presidents, leading to bankruptcy, and oftentimes a bankruptcy through which they profited and caused on purpose.

The above is the history of the Middle Ages. Yet, before Christianity and Islam outlawed these people from existing, these people, like doctors, engineers, music makes, were part of society in the fiscal area of life.

Through the outlawing of this for Christians and Islams and calling it a "sin that will send you in hell", and in particular, how both these two cults specifically say JEWS need to be put in control of the fiscal matters of Nations and States, and
take the Wealth of the people, then Gentiles remained helpless against the financial assaults and control of the jews.

Rabbi Jeboo who reacts against the “Pharisees”, these “Pharisees” in Israel also existed as a job elsewhere, and were called Money lenders. These people handled wealth, gave out loans, and generally did wealth management services. The profession itself at the core, was part of Babylonian, Egyptian, Greek and other origins.

Loans originally started as bankrupt people who did mistakes or got theft happen to them, went to the Temples [who functioned like banks back then] to ask for loans. Then through labor they had to repay the loans. Among these, the temples also gave other services, such as management and storage services for wealth and so on.

This was done with serious oaths to the Gods, and theft, perjury, and ruin, was punishable by death, imprisonment, and so on. It was seen as a huge responsibility. They were supposed also to provide other fiscal services, such as doing taxes collection, and so on.

As jews saw how much influence and power these people had, they took a position not only without being fit for it, but with the racial purpose to steal the wealth of the non-jews to establish Israel and with other nefarious planning in mind.

As one can understand, instead of helping with stability, growth, or even taking risks to an extent, they generally just focus on theft and other practices which ruin people.

The same replacement happened with Politicians and other integral parts of society, like scientists or university teachers, noble families, financial elites and so on.

Certain people can be Financial Elites, but not be spiritual elites or elites of a kind heart and soul, or even be criminal animals. The closer one is with the enemy and in appreciation of their system, these evil "elites" will be created as a consequence of their evil. And these ruin the world.

In these categories, the jews have infested and mentally infected the majority of these people, who regularly exist in every civilization either through ability or through increased intelligence, which produces "elites". This could be financially, in universities, in knowledge, or in politics.

They transform them into fools and per-occupy them with stupid things. Some are fools from birth, and some very intelligent. There is no singular point here.
Income without “work” is relative, as even in working in stock markets and so on, one is still working, studying and making research. The lack of “labor”, is compensated by the risks one takes, which is what one exchanges for this type of “less labor” work, but the rising "risk" which can be very costly.

Nontraditional types of work and "labor" exist today more than ever. Albeit we have a confused economy, this is the result of greatly enlarged economies. They become more complex and more weird.

The National Socialists are a party that was active within the very specific time spectrum, and for a brief time, and under specific circumstances of social, political, production, and financial realities of the time.

Now, times have changed very much, and the world is also moving towards modes of production, development, and fiscal management that are influenced by technology, remote work, and all sorts of other complexities that did not exist back then. If they existed, they would have adapted.

A basic example here is that if we found robots that would do the field work, then it is very high likely the work and life in the field would change and with it, the basic underlying structure of what one is pro or against. How has the tractor, for example, influenced our labor? It clearly made labor able to be done by fewer. How about automatic farming? Well, that requires work and "labor" too, and hours and management, but the means have changed, and therefore, the reality on this.

In Hitler’s time, it was decided that a good time to work for people should never exceed 8 hours, as a general law. One could still decide overtime. But inhumane conditions like 14 hours per day, were forbidden. Now, many people worldwide [if we actually progress in Aquarius] might slowly be able to do less time at work, might even go down to 4, five times per week for a good salary.

Then, there are people like me, who enjoy to work and spend time on what they work at for 8 or 12 hours on the daily, sometimes, two days straight, and I do not consider it "humane" for anyone to stop me.

The basic realities always remain. Even stock brokers and others who are not total crooks, and economists, or even what we call "speculators", give a great amount of forethought, intelligence, and planning and engage in other forms of indirect work that is not "traditional labor" to bear fruits.

The invention of the car, for example, does challenge many decisions, such as whether working or not "working". If a car was produced once upon a time, does the creator of it count as a person who is not "laboring"? Clearly, not. They have labored and the car is still there. Do they need to be paid? It should be clear, that yes.
Reality is a bit more complex than just a single law. We go by the time and developments.

The problem is that the same mechanism can be misused by the likes of the jews to cause speculations, crashes and so on. The fact jews use this on the negative does not make something evil in it's entirety, anymore than jews using meditation does not make it evil.

Stock markets and similar practices existed in the past, and are part of a quasi predictive process that is also related to luck, but also foresight. The situation of investments is also normal. People invest in things all the time, whether they know it or not. There are risks involved etc.

Even the manipulation of such was after the jews learned from the Babylonians, who were conducting trade and other "banking services" like most Ancient Civilizations did. Then Jews made the "Banks" who were institutions that had no spiritual and no ethical compass, just to take away the people's wealth.

The basis for this institution was not discovered by the jews, but they were discovered by Ancient Civilizations which as I explained had wealth managers, such as the popular movies where Pharaohs have had viziers and other people to make decisions in financial growth and management of a city, empire or even household. These were not evil, just institutions.

Jews and most specifically the jewish dogma, can take anything that is good and useful, or at least not that bad, and turn it into a weapon of destruction because they believe in hateful beliefs.

Lastly, the Rituals do work in the smartest and best way to achieve the affirmations there. Whether or not this will happen through social changes, or changes in fiscal structure of the world, or what other forms it will bring, are up to the Gods, humanity, our decisions, and the knowledge of the universe which manifests things.
Reply by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Chain_Breaker wrote:

Someone produces a product, someone performs a service. What service does the speculator/investor perform? No one has any use of his work, and he only gains wealth and then benefits from the needed goods and services produced by others, without giving anything from himself in return. Does it matter that he does the work when none of the other participants in the exchange have any benefit from it?

Let's imagine that money does not exist and we have to exchange goods or services directly. What does an investor have to offer in exchange for really necessary products for living? In fact, he has nothing useful to offer the rest, but only consumes the results of their work. Isn't it what the National Socialists meant?

The investor and the speculator are two different things, although they take a similar venue of acting. The speculator looks to gain profit from trading, their agenda could be any.

The existence of speculators or gamblers or anything of the sort, is always a grey area. They can act in criminal ways towards a society, but this again depends on how these things go. In certain cases this is done by extensive deception etc, and is not dissimilar to theft.

In other cases, this can be simply because people out of their free will started betting or "speculating", and therefore some lose and some win. This can happen in a pave-walk, or in the stock-market.

From the investor, everyone has benefit, and the investor assumes risk and enters his capital into unforeseen circumstances which might or might not come into fruition, but their capital might be necessary to expand something.

It is a lie that intermediaries do not offer a service, because if that were the case, they would not exist, and they do exist to handle all the menial and other forms of tasks that are incumbent in transfer of wealth or value, or things that prove this value.

The intermediaries in the past and even currently do profit by taking care of laws, regulations, acting as a means of transfer [or you could send your tomatoes to
someone in another empire yourself if you want, or do the paperwork necessary, or assume risk, etc.]. Intermediaries have their own value in anything.

Accumulation of wealth and the power it indirectly represents, is put into something, which empowers it by raising it's value, and then this value can be used in anyway there is. Accumulation happens because not everyone wants to save anything at once or use their rights to specific things at once.

The above has to do with free will, and also necessity of life. If someone cuts a ton of wood, it's not for certain someone else will want to get it. There might be no replacement service for now. Or someone else may buy to store it, and plans to use it in 5 years, not immediately.

Only in neolithic societies does "moneyless" situation exist and even there, "money" as a value is replaced by other forms of ownership. If there was no "money" as in coins, then it was a form of a bond, or written tablet such as in Babylon. In these tablets, they wrote for example, X cleaned the garden of Z, so Z owes X a future service of ___insert service___. This is a form of what we call a "bond" today.

The above, required workers to do, and keepers to maintain. This is what in Crypto today or in modern finances is actually called a "Ledger".

All other advanced civilizations have to come up with something that we refer to as money to contain value for use at a later date or reflect compound wealth that has manifested itself from previous actions. In the case of Nations, needs arise of doing things NOW, even when this accumulated wealth does not exist, therefore, the inverse happens and money as a future proof of labor is demanded in the form of taxes.

Money cannot not exist, as not everyone has the same needs and desires at every given point, nor there is a strict medium of exchange, nor all needs arise at all points, nor there is certainty that every service will be met by another "equal" service.

I might need a house 10 years from now, and I must somehow have a means to accumulate my own purchasing power by services I gave for 10 years earlier than this, and the medium through which this is done is money or something that holds value, value that can be actualized at a different time.

This is why money exists, to have in itself the different modes, times, and measures of what could be spent.
Additionally, there is a situation where things invented or given do not represent another service that one can recommend. You cannot exchange a tomato for supernal knowledge or the discovery of the automobile or penicillin, evidence tells us it's not the same things.

Therefore, as advancement happens in civilizations, the economy has to extend itself through mediums of wealth storage.

As all of these things fluctuate and change, the job of financial managers is to pay attention to the needs and desires of the market, and decide how to progress in an ever moving world.

For example, the certainty of tomatoes existing now in a place might be questionable or might come under the pressure of a famine. But you need tomatoes now. Then, another place that produces this could care less about what you have to offer them in regards to a "service", and would rather want a medium of value to use later. In the past, people used rare metals for this and money.

The situation is anything but simple.

Lastly, one note: Try to see what the jews are doing, versus what the Gentiles are doing or would do. The NS tried to remove jewish influence specifically and stabilize their economy. So they had to do some kicking out of certain elements, until the situation would stabilize.

Kikes ruin everything.